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CONTROL LOOP DISPLAYSCONTROL LOOP ANALYSIS

ASSET INTELLECT - KEY CONCEPTS

Dimension Software’s Control Loop module provides analysis of how well each individual control loop is performing in context 

to the asset or operations, providing statistics to evaluate control strategies.  All Dimension software solutions are designed to 

interact to build a comprehensive platform, for example to Alarm Sentinel, Logbook, Shift Handover etc.

CONTROL LOOP ANALYSIS

PI is an important source of information, but only one part. Asset 
Intellect brings everything together via AF: 

Web based mobile aware

One place to link and see all information

Fully integrated into PI Asset Framework 

AD integrated roles and permissions

Links to key business applications 

Configuration - not code

Process variable vs Setpoint for quick comparison

Control loop stability displayed with reference to time

Percentage of time Control loop is in saturation 

Dynamic Control loop statistics

Current Mode of operation (manual, cascade, auto)

Display of Control Loop settings 

Comments and Wiki entries to enable greater context

Understand what mode the Control loops are operating 

in and when



CONTROL LOOP ANALYSIS
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VISUALISATION

Multiple view e.g. Tree, Sunburst, and Rank 

Supports structured analysis by asset or process flow

Easy to understand which loops are performing well or poorly

Rank loops based on performance against setpoint

Identify control loops that are regularly put into manual

Results integrated back to PI tags for long term analysis.

Comparison of control loops through visual aids

Easy to understand statistics

Leverages PI and the Asset Framework

Intuitive tool set with no need for specialized training

CONTROL LOOP  - KEY CONCEPTS

ADVANTAGES

Control loop analysis is a module within the Asset Intellect suite providing 
additional context and insight into Asset performance. The visualisation 
provided, supports rapid investigation and analysis of issues that may 
impact safe and optimal operations. Control loop data analysis in context 
of the rich information available within PI and Asset Intellect provides 
decision support for operational excellence. The tool is simple to use and 
quick to understand.


